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2175 Lee Road, Cleveland Heights, Ohio 



Josie Naypauer 

 
ARTIST STATEMENT 

Josie often creates with a focus on identity, and how it changes with the world around us. Her
own facets of identity and how it is ever changing is almost always an underlying theme in her
works. She creates with the intention of inspiring people to explore their own concept of who
they really are, and what they are made up of as a person. 

 

BIOGRAPHY 

Josie Naypauer is senior at Cleveland Heights High School, who is heavily involved in the arts.
Music and visual art have always been a huge part of her life, and she’s always been
encouraged to continue pursuing it by her family and friends. Josie has been playing the
trumpet since the fourth grade, and she has a deep love and passion for it which is
exemplified in all the different ways she participates in the music program at Heights. She is a
member of the girls tennis team, the newspaper club, and the NHS. Next year she will attend
the College of Wooster where she will minor in Music Performance and major in Chemistry. 
 
Floating, Mixed media, $75 
Drifting, Mixed media, $75 
Dreaming, Mixed media, $75 



Juliet Duffy 

 
ARTIST STATEMENT 

I focus a lot on human relationships in my work, such as feeling isolated while in a group, or
the more positive attributes of enjoying a meal together. Being an identical twin has shifted
my perspective on life, letting me ask questions about my individual identity while also being
set in a pair. My identity is shown through my unique style, enhancing my perspective of my
life as a twin separated from my other half's point of view. I use digital art to enhance my
stories, I like the feeling that my pieces could be right out of a film or show and that I’m just
waiting for the next frame to begin. 

 
BIOGRAPHY 

Juliet Duffy is a Junior at Cleveland Heights High School and has loved art ever since she was
little. Her passion for the arts has been nourished by art teachers and the endless support of
their peers. Juliet pursues other art forms like acting by being an active member of the drama
club and being in the school play. Juliet is also a part of the Environmental Committee, the
Tennis Team, and NHS. Juliet hopes to attend art school after high school to pursue a career
in animation. 
 
Salt and Peppers Room, Digital, $30 
2nd Lunch, Digital, $30 
Eager Teen, Digital, $30 
The Promise, Digital, $30 
School Threat, Digital, $30 
Salt and Peppers Revenge, Digital, $30 
A Twinkle of Isolation, Cardstock, oil pastel, wire, $50 




